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INTRODUCTION

WELCOME TO FROM RED TO BLACK, OUR INNOVATIVE
ANALYSIS OF THE DYNAMICS OF THE AUSTRALIAN
RESTRUCTURING MARKET FOR THE YEAR ENDING
30 JUNE 2015.
Our aim is simple – to provide you with expert commentary on the key restructuring trends in
FY15 and outline our expectations for FY16. This review is aimed at everyone involved in the
turnaround process: from the boards of financially-challenged companies to the providers of the
money (whether they be traditional lenders, funds or debt traders) to insolvency practitioners.
Clayton Utz have long been recognised as Australia’s leading insolvency lawyers. Being at
the cutting edge of insolvency practice, we have also developed market-leading expertise in
restructuring.
From RED to BLACK reflects that experience: as well as straightforward explanations of
the relevant legal requirements, you’ll find analyses of the financial and industry background to
current turnaround practice in Australia.
As you will see, we are strong advocates for the value delivered to companies whose boards
embrace experienced restructuring specialists being brought into situations well before the
entities become truly distressed.
Given how rapidly turnaround culture has grown in Australia, it is unsurprising that this snapshot
does not show a static picture. Current economic uncertainty (particular in the resources sector)
and legal innovation ensure that this is a very fluid area.
For example, despite being on the statute books since 2007, the compulsory debt-for-equity
swap provisions of section 444GA of the Corporations Act 2001 have rarely been used – and,
until the Nexus Energy administration (see our take on the most involved loan to own of FY15),
did not arouse much interest on the part of the shareholders who were to lose their shares.
Nexus Energy (in which we acted for the administrators/deed administrators) was a landmark
development because it was the first example of a section 444GA application in which there
was real controversy over where value broke in the company.
Of course, that’s not to say that everything is on a permanent upward trajectory. As we point
out here, the secondary debt market is currently going through a lull. However, there are some
potential bright spots, particularly in the mining and mining-related sectors: see our discussion
of the current situation and some thoughts about the future of the secondary debt market.
We hope that you find From RED to BLACK to be a useful resource. We are more than
happy to discuss any of the issues that we’ve identified and look forward to receiving your
feedback on how we can make the next edition even more valuable.
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YEAR IN REVIEW

The year ending 30 June 2015 was dominated by distress in the mining and mining services
industries, much of this involving ASX listed companies. In the mining sector, the financial year began
with the second coming of Mirabela Nickel, trading once more on the ASX after a debt for equity swap
via a deed of company arrangement and court sanctioned 444GA share transfer, ending with Atlas Iron
narrowly avoiding a similar structured workout.
In between, Nexus Energy (a former ASX listed entity) underwent its own arrangement, also via a
court-sanctioned section 444GA share transfer, after members rejected a bailout proposal (read
takeover by way of scheme of arrangement) from its major creditor. At the other end of the spectrum,
Boart Longyear teetered on the precipice until completing its recapitalisation in January this year.
In completing a year of firsts, even though not strictly a resources company (at least not since its
cash was bled in the late 1980s), the Western Australian Government has attempted to call time
on Australia’s longest running insolvency action. It has introduced a Bill into Parliament, the effect
of which, if passed, would resolve within 12 months all claims of funding creditors to the sizeable
settlement proceeds held by the Bell Group of companies from settlement of the main legal action
with the consortium of banks.
As commodities relapse to “new normal” levels, numerous confidential negotiations have taken place
between banking syndicates and mining services companies. Macmahon Holdings is the latest
entity to record discussions, with the McAleese Group saving itself for the time being as a result of
its contractor sharing arrangement with Atlas Iron. The same could not be said for certain entities
associated with the McAleese Group (Heavy Haulage Australia and other related companies), which
went into administration in late June 2015.
The Carna Group (exposed to non-paying counterparties associated with Griffin Coal entities),
Correct Line Contracting and smaller contracting companies were not quite as fortunate. Some,
like Pluton Resources, slipped into receivership, coming out the other side with its Cockatoo Island
project still intact, while high cost operators like Western Desert Resources, Termite Resources,
Indochine Mining and various others fell and stopped. In yet another sub-set in the distressed
market, Viento Group, Koboko Mining, Lachlan Star, Atlantic Vanadium Holdings and others
have controllerships in progress. Griffin Coal remains an enigma.
Admittedly, debt for equity swaps in scheme structures are not new ‒ we used one when dealing with
bondholder positions in Anaconda Nickel (now part of Glencore) in a previous decade, leading a
steady run of other debt mopping-up schemes since. What is new is the embracing of these structures
by a range of international money, principally US-led bondholders, noteholders, Term B lenders and
holders of other structured instruments and the roles being played by the likes of Houlihan Lokey and
McKinsey advising these internationals in workouts.
Increasingly, there is a readiness on the part of new money to clean up a balance sheet once
management deals with inefficiencies in the underperforming entity, listens to external advisers
and provides greater transparency with financing and investing stakeholders. It is clear that the
internationalisation of the market, and the emergence of quality management and board-experienced
individuals available for hire in distressed circumstances (and the often grudging engagement of those
individuals by besieged boards), have seen many special situations funds from Asia and the USA
showing an inclination to invest into these distressed entities.
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Clearly, funds will pursue a presence in the Australian market as the world hunts for a decent yield
across a range of markets. All that is needed is for boards to have a willingness to engage funds or
investment banks and professional advisers early and, where necessary, to change the executive and
improve the quality of information being provided to the board. Late decisions almost always lead to
massive dilution of equity holdings or even to a breaking of value deep inside senior debt.
Pleasingly, some boards are beginning to understand the message, promoted by industry players
such as the Turnaround Management Association Australia, that earlier intervention can save
value. Smart boards, including those of Boart Longyear, Fortescue Metals Group, Paladin Energy
and Leighton, are far more proactive in chasing down costs with the help of external advisers and
in strengthening balance sheets by tapping into international markets and by doing so positioning
themselves for growth when commodities bounce and the now new normal becomes a thing of the
past.
Clayton Utz acted for principal players in most of the above matters and are strong participants in
TMAA, INSOL International and various other industry groups promoting turnaround and workout
planning.

Iron ore prices - historical and forecast
Iron Ore 62% Fe to China. US$/tonne.

Source: Capital IQ.

SECONDARY DEBT MARKET
The past financial year was more subdued in the distressed debt space. In particular, there was a
dearth of non-performing loan portfolio sales. Having said that, the year started brightly in this respect,
as we acted for the purchaser of Challenger’s Howard Mortgage Fund.
The slowdown in distressed portfolio sales was met and raised by increased activity in the nondistressed portfolio space. This was led by GE’s global rationalisation which resulted in the disposal
of its local A$8 billion consumer loan business and the proposed divestment of its Commercial
Automotive and New Zealand finance business as well as ANZ’s proposed divestment of its
A$8.3 billion Esanda Dealer Finance business.
With less activity in the distressed portfolio space and fewer high-profile names being traded, FY15
was more about smaller bilateral trades often through private negotiations rather than through an open
market process.
Manufacturing and property backed exposures were still the most common trades that we saw,
however, we also saw trades involving other industries including mining, mining services and retail.
Further details the current state of the secondary debt market are set out in “The secondary debt
market ‒ plateau or new normal?”.
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TRENDS
Yield desires safety, which is why hedging and/or long-term forward sales by resource companies is
back in vogue, albeit complicated by some of the financing instruments already clogging resource
companies’ balance sheets. While Leighton has just written Term Loan Bs in the Australian market,
most of these instruments source funds from the US. Advice we have seen from US lawyers suggests
that lien and collateral restrictions within TLB instruments governed by New York law limit hedging
headroom at both borrower and trading bank level (if the trading bank is also a TLB participant). There
are some ways around these restrictions, mostly in use of agreed “free” ceiling commitments and in
structuring hedges that avoid the form of lien attaching to collateral.
TLBs are likely to be increasingly attractive to creditworthy entities because of longer (seven year)
terms, covenant-lite trading conditions (except, perversely as set out above) and reasonably attractive
credit spreads. These facilities are usually less prone to annual or other event driven reviews and
provide some protections against mercenary behaviour by single financiers ‒ the instruments are
generally structured to provide for majority decisions across a range of credit holders. TLBs in this
market favour situations in which management is seen to be chasing down costs ahead of pricing
curves.
Pleasingly, across various confidential projects we have advised on, there has been a marked rise in
the useful engagement by contractors willing to renegotiate pricing, participate in pricing or profitability
uplifts, participate in equity issues, alter mine plans to access higher grade or improve recovery rates,
defer or negotiate out liquidated damages provisions or otherwise improve the financial state of the
miner. Atlas Iron provides the most public version of contractor sharing arrangements, though, in that
case, because the board were price takers in those discussions, the contractors have gained heavy
concessions from the company. In the engagements we lead, these negotiations start earlier in the
distress cycle and usually lead to more balanced repricing, altered risk and neater outcomes. This
active teaming with stakeholders augurs well for a strengthening of stakeholder relationships.
See “Atlas Iron: an extraordinary comeback?” for further insights on Altas Iron.
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SCHEMES VS DOCAS
AS RESTRUCTURING
TOOLS

Two of the most prominent restructures of FY15 were Mirabela Nickel and Nexus. Notably, both
these restructures were facilitated through deeds of company arrangements and both involved listed
companies (or in Nexus’ case, a former listed company). This is in stark contrast to most of the
prominent restructures of the past few years: for example, Centro, Alinta and Channel Nine all used
schemes of arrangement as the relevant restructuring tool.
It’s therefore worthwhile examining the differences between schemes and DOCAs, to see what might
be causing this apparent vogue for DOCAs in the restructures of ASX-listed entities.

STATUTORY RESTRUCTURING TOOLS
Debt restructuring under the Corporations Act has one major advantage over informal restructuring:
it can be used to bind all creditors, regardless of whether individual creditors support the proposal.
The key statutory restructuring tools are DOCAs and schemes. Both require a vote of creditors.
Although they differ in the size and composition of the majority required to achieve a binding result,
once that majority has been achieved, the restructuring binds dissenting creditors as well as those
who voted in favour.
Apart from the differing requirements for calculating a majority, the principal difference between
DOCAs and schemes is in the process. Voluntary administration, followed by a DOCA, can be initiated
without any court involvement. However, a scheme requires two court hearings: one to call the
meeting of creditors and one to approve the restructure after creditors have voted for it.
That doesn’t, however, mean that all DOCAs are free of court involvement. Although the court plays no
role in putting a DOCA into place, it has the power to review and, if necessary, terminate the DOCA. It
will usually be asked to exercise this power on the application of a disaffected creditor (court approval
will also be required with a section 444GA application (see “The evolution of section 444GA” for further
discussion on this topic). In contrast, it is extremely rare for a scheme to be subject to any judicial
intervention once it has been approved by the court.
There are two other key differences:
1. DOCAs can only be used following an administration where the company is insolvent or likely to
become insolvent. This means that, for many companies, they do not offer a realistic prospect of
successful debt restructuring. A scheme can be implemented regardless of the company’s solvency
status. This has the added advantage of, potentially, avoiding triggering events of default based on
insolvency in contracts critical to the operation of the business.
2. The appointment of an administrator gives the company the benefit of a temporary debt
moratorium, while the administrator determines if a debt restructure through a DOCA is feasible.
Although a scheme may include a debt moratorium, until the scheme is approved, creditors are
free to enforce their debts.
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SCHEMES VS DOCAS
Speed
A DOCA is generally quicker to implement than a scheme. A DOCA can be put in place in as little
as three weeks from the appointment of the administrator. On the other hand, a scheme must be
submitted to ASIC at least 14 days before the first court hearing, which is then followed by the
standard notice period for a meeting (21 days) and then another court hearing before it can become
effective. That speed advantage can come at a price: see “Court control” below.

Moratorium
The DOCA or scheme will usually contain a mechanism under which existing debts are extinguished
or compromised. Pending the creditors’ adoption of a DOCA or scheme, there are important
differences: the appointment of an administrator immediately imposes a moratorium on enforcement of
debts owed by the company (unless a court orders otherwise); there is no corresponding moratorium
in the period leading up to the adoption of a scheme.

Who has control of the company?
Until a scheme is adopted by creditors, control of the company remains with its directors. However,
once a company appoints an administrator, the administrator assumes control of the company. Control
of the company under the scheme will vary from case to case.

Who draws up the restructuring plan?
A scheme is normally drafted by the directors (usually in consultation with key creditors and external
advisors). A DOCA can be drafted by anyone (including the administrator ‒ although it is usually
drafted by the proponent of the DOCA), but the decision to put it to creditors is left to the administrator.

Creditor approval
Each of a scheme and a DOCA must be approved by a meeting of creditors:
►►A scheme must be approved by 50.1% of creditors (by number) who vote, provided that those

creditors hold at least 75% (by value) of the debts held by creditors who vote.

►►A DOCA must be approved by 50.1% of creditors who vote, provided that those creditors hold at

least 50.1% (by value) of the debts held by creditors who vote. Alternatively a DOCA can be
approved by a simple majority of creditors (by debt or value) if the administrator also votes for it (ie.
by exercising the administrator’s “casting vote”).

Who is bound?
►►Unsecured creditors are all bound by a DOCA, even if they voted against it. In practice, the same is

true of a scheme.

►►Individual secured creditors will only be bound by a DOCA if they voted in favour of it. Secured

creditors can also, in theory, be bound by a scheme if a majority vote for it, but the same process
also gives them the power to veto the whole scheme.

►►Shareholders cannot be bound by a DOCA, but can be bound by a scheme (note, however, that a

deed administrator can seek orders under section 444GA of the Corporations Act compelling a
shareholder to transfer shares ‒ see “The evolution of section 444GA” for more details).

►►Third parties cannot be bound by a DOCA or a scheme. However, under a scheme, creditors can be

forced to give up rights (eg. legal claims) against third parties.
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Court control
Once a court has approved a scheme it generally has no further part to play. No court approval is
required for a DOCA. However, court approval is required for a compulsory share transfer pursuant
to section 444GA and disgruntled creditors can (and do) apply to the court to set aside a DOCA on
various grounds. These can include:
►►false or misleading information supplied to the creditors before they voted to approve the DOCA;
►►the DOCA being unfairly prejudicial to one or more creditors; and
►►the DOCA was only passed because of the votes of related entities.

MORE DOCAS TO COME?
The objectives in a particular situation will dictate the tools that are used to achieve the ultimate
restructuring goal. There is clear rationale for both schemes and DOCAs in different situations. While
schemes have been preferred for more complicated restructures, the momentum behind DOCAs
is building. DOCAs can be flexible, provide the protection of the statutory moratorium and have the
potential to complete more quickly.
It will be interesting to see if the prominent restructures in FY16 follow the current trend of DOCAs, or
revert back to the well-worn path of schemes. Time will tell, and the relevant circumstances will dictate,
what the outcome will be.

Talk to creditors &
draw up a scheme of
arrangement

I'M NOT
INSOLVENT,
BUT …
Wait until actually or
likely to be insolvent

Ask court to call
meeting of creditors

Appoint voluntary
administrator

Creditors vote on
scheme of arrangement

Administrator investigates company's business and finances and issues report
to creditors with recommendations as to whether the company should:

Ask court to approve
scheme of arrangement

(a)
Be returned to
its director(s)
(if solvent)

Scheme becomes
effective, under control of
independent administrator

(b)
Enter into a
DOCA
(if insolvent
but DOCA
has been
proposed)

(c)
Be placed in
liquidation
(if insolvent but
no DOCA)

Creditors then vote on the
future of the company with
reference to the administrator's
recommendations

Following the creditors' vote, the company either:
(a)
Is returned to its
director(s)

(b)
Executes a
DOCA

(b)
Is placed in
liquidation
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THE NEXUS
ADMINISTRATION:
THE MOST INVOLVED
LOAN TO OWN OF FY15

Nexus Energy Limited’s woes began during the GFC. However, the catalyst for the trading of its senior
debt was when its then senior lender (BOSI) offloaded its Australian loan book towards the end of
2013. In BOSI’s place came Nomura Holdings and Bank of America Merrill Lynch. At or around this
time, Nexus’ subordinated notes were also trading in the market with various funds buying portions.
Och-Ziff Capital Management and Tor Investment Management acquired the largest stakes.
Throughout the early part of 2014, the incoming senior lenders applied pressure on Nexus to sell
its assets and pay down its debt. At the same time, Seven Group Holdings was looking to diversify,
and the energy sector was high on its hit list, particularly given the industry experience of its then
chief executive Don Voelte. Mr Voelte was, at that time, chairman of Nexus after joining its board
in October 2012, having been on the board of Seven West Media since December 2008 (Mr Voelte
recused himself from voting and ultimately resigned as chairman of Nexus in February 2014). Seven
had entered into confidentiality arrangements with Nexus in late 2013, and was in the process of
conducting due diligence with respect to a potential purchase of Nexus, which did not ultimately
proceed.

Nexus Energy Limited

As Nexus’ position further deteriorated, Seven (through its subsidiary Network Investment Holdings
Pty Ltd or NIH) stepped into the picture. It provided a four-month $40 million bridging facility and
entered into a merger implementation agreement with Nexus to acquire it through a scheme of
arrangement. To prevent the bridge facility from being subordinated to the senior debt, NIH took
out the senior lenders and also acquired a majority holding of the subordinated notes (making it
the “Majority Noteholder” for the purposes of the Note Trust Deed). Through the scheme, which
was subject to shareholder and court approval, NIH was to acquire all of the Nexus shares, with
shareholders receiving 2 cents per share and noteholders receiving 89 cents plus accrued interest per
dollar of the face value of their notes.
The scheme was voted down by shareholders at the scheme meeting held on 12 June 2014,
resulting in the cancellation of the bridge financing facility and the immediate appointment of voluntary
administrators that day. Nexus’ subsidiaries, however, remained under the control of their directors.
Clayton Utz acted for the administrators (and then deed administrators) of Nexus.
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THE ADMINISTRATION
The Nexus group was structured such that Nexus, as head entity, funded the obligations of its
subsidiaries in respect of various projects that generated income for the whole group. As funding
needs were critical (and the bridge facility had been cancelled), shortly after their appointment, the
administrators negotiated additional funding arrangements with NIH in the form of a short-term $30
million facility. The administrators’ entry into the funding arrangement was the subject of a court
application, described below.
During the administration, a sales process was undertaken, whereby offers were sought for any or all
of the Nexus assets (including its shares) or a deed of company arrangement. At the conclusion of
the process, only one offer was obtained: a DOCA proposal from a related entity of Seven and NIH
(SGH2). In August 2014, at the second meeting of creditors, creditors voted in favour of the entry into
the proposed DOCA.
In a series of steps to be completed simultaneously, and subject to certain conditions, the DOCA
required SGH2 to pay an amount sufficient to repay Nexus’ secured debt, the anticipated trade and
employee debts, a dividend of 74.5 cents (plus accrued interest) in the dollar to noteholders plus a
sum to a third party in settlement of its claim against Nexus. In return for those payments, all of the
issued shares in Nexus were to be transferred to SGH2 for no consideration to shareholders.
Implementation of the DOCA was conditional on, amongst other things:
►►ASIC granting relief from the operation of section 606 of the Corporations Act; and
►►the court granting leave under section 444GA of the Corporations Act.

The court application for leave under section 444GA is also described below.

THE FIRST COURT APPLICATION
On 27 June 2014, the (then) administrators of Nexus sought orders on an urgent basis under sections
439A, 447A and 447D of the Corporations Act in relation to the administration of Nexus.
The orders broadly fell into three categories:
►►a direction that the administrators would be justified in procuring Nexus to enter into the short-term

facility;

►►a limitation on the administrators’ personal liability in respect of the facility; and
►►an extension of the convening period for the second meeting of Nexus’ creditors.

Entry into the facility
Section 447D of the Corporations Act allows an administrator to apply for judicial directions about
a matter arising in connection with the performance or exercise of the administrator’s functions and
powers.
Justice Black was satisfied that the complexity of the issues that the administrators had to address,
and the extent to which the borrowings were required in order to preserve value in the Nexus
subsidiaries, warranted giving the direction.

The administrators’ liability
By entering into the facility, the administrators incurred the relevant debts personally, and sought to
limit their liability to the extent of the available assets of Nexus. Justice Black considered that the
proposed limitation of the administrators’ liability was necessary for three reasons:
1. First, the administrators could not be expected personally to accept liability for such substantial
borrowing.
2. Secondly, the funding arrangement was in the creditors’ interests and was consistent with the
objectives of Pt 5.3A of the Corporations Act, insofar as it sought to maximise the recoveries that
were likely to be made from a sale of the Nexus Group’s assets.
3. Finally, no affected parties had objected.
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Extension to the convening period
Lastly, the administrators sought an extension of 21 business days, or 31 calendar days to the
convening period before which the second meeting of creditors was to held. In Justice Black’s view,
the extension sought was relatively modest in the circumstances, and he was satisfied that the
extension was warranted.

THE SECOND COURT APPLICATION
The next step in the Nexus administration concluded on Christmas Eve 2014 with the Nexus
deed administrators’ successful application for leave under section 444GA of the Corporations Act
to transfer all of the shares in Nexus to SGH2 pursuant to the DOCA and ASIC relief becoming
unconditional.
Before Nexus, Mirabela Nickel Limited was the first listed company to have been the subject of a
successful application pursuant to section 444GA. The Mirabela application was unopposed. Nexus
was the first example of a section 444GA application where there was real controversy over where
value broke in the company.

Section 444GA application
Following the lodgement of an application for ASIC relief on 15 August 2014, the deed administrators
applied for section 444GA relief. The application was opposed by a group of 17 (of the 8,000+)
shareholders in Nexus. Conditional ASIC relief was granted on 24 November 2014 (conditional on the
court making the section 444GA orders).
In order for relief to be granted pursuant to section 444GA of the Corporations Act, shareholders
must not be “unfairly prejudiced”. In addressing this question, the parties adduced competing expert
evidence on the value of Nexus’ equity. This was particularly contentious. The deed administrators
submitted that the relevant value of the Nexus shares should be based on a liquidation scenario. On
that basis, the deed administrators submitted that Nexus’ shares were worthless. Conversely, the
opposing shareholders adduced valuation evidence that suggested there was residual value in Nexus.

The decision
On 24 December 2014, Justice Black handed down summary reasons for judgment and granted
leave to the deed administrators to effect the proposed transfer of shares under section 444GA of the
Corporations Act.
He summarised the relevant principles from the limited number of earlier authorities on “unfair
prejudice” under section 444GA of the Corporations Act in these terms:
►►regard must be had not only to the shareholders’ interests but also the interests of other affected

parties (including, in these circumstances, noteholders);

►►unfairness will arise only if prejudice is first established; and
►►matters relevant to whether the share transfer would result in unfair prejudice include if there is any

residual value in the shares.

He also noted that none of the previous authorities had involved the same degree of valuation
complexity as was involved in the Nexus application.

Resolving the valuation evidence
Justice Black was persuaded that a liquidation of Nexus (and a liquidation or receivership of its
subsidiaries) was the likely result if the DOCA were to terminate. In the liquidation scenario, he
preferred the approach towards the valuation of shares taken by the deed administrators’ retained
expert, which was reliant on the results of earlier sales offers elicited for Nexus’ assets and the sales
process conducted during the voluntary administration.
He also accepted the deed administrators’ submission that a going concern valuation was ultimately
not relevant to the matters he needed to determine.
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Leave is granted
Ultimately, Justice Black was not satisfied that the proposed share transfer would unfairly prejudice the
interests of Nexus’ shareholders. Leave under section 444GA of the Act was therefore granted to the
deed administrators.
On 31 December 2014 the Nexus DOCA was wholly implemented and all of the issued shares in
Nexus were transferred to SGH2.

A SUCCESSFUL CONCLUSION FOR SEVEN
Following the Nexus (and Mirabela) examples, DOCAs appear to be the preferred tool for listed
company capital restructures where value breaks in the debt and shareholder consent is not obtained
or is not likely to be obtained (see “Schemes versus DOCAs as restructuring tools” for a comparison of
schemes versus DOCAs).
What is clear, however, is that despite the proposed scheme of arrangement failing, by acquiring the
senior debt and a majority stake in the notes, Seven was able to move to a Plan B, and successfully
acquire Nexus through a loan to own strategy in the face of shareholder resistance.

1.

25 NOVEMBER 2013
The senior lender
BOSI sold senior
debt to Nomura
Holdings and
Bank of America
Merrill Lynch

6.

11 AUGUST 2014
Second meeting
of the creditors
Creditors vote in
favour of the DOCA

2.

31 MARCH 2014
Nexus and SGH
enter into an
Implementation
Agreement under which
Nexus agrees to propose
a Scheme to a meeting
of shareholders

3.

12 JUNE 2014
Scheme voted down
Voluntary
administrators
appointed

5.

27 JUNE 2014
Voluntary
administrators
seek orders under
sections 439A, 447A
and 447D of the
Corporations Act

4.

24 JUNE 2014
First meeting
of the creditors

9.

7.

15 AUGUST 2014
Voluntary administrators
apply to ASIC for
relief

12.

31 DECEMBER 2014
Shares transferred
Deed administration
of Nexus terminated

8.

22 AUGUST 2014
DOCA executed

17 OCTOBER 2014
Deed administrators
apply for relief under
section 444GA of the
Corporations Act in the
NSW Supreme Court

11.

24 DECEMBER 2014
Voluntary administrators
granted leave
under section 444GA
to transfer the shares
in Nexus to SGH

10.

24 NOVEMBER 2014
Conditional ASIC
relief granted
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THE EVOLUTION
OF SECTION
444GA

Before section 444GA was introduced into the Corporations Act, there was no clear ability for a deed
administrator to sell the shares in a company under deed administration without shareholder consent.
This created roadblocks for administrators trying to effect a share sale (as opposed to a straight
asset sale).
For various reasons, perhaps because they had an inflated view of the value of their own shares,
shareholders often refused consent to their shares being transferred to facilitate a sale, thus giving
them a veto right over the sale (and, some might say, a form of greenmail). Where the shares were
often worthless, this scenario was at odds with the objects of Part 5.3A.
Accordingly, there was a clear rationale for the development of a work-around.
The amendment to the Corporations Act to implement section 444GA was driven in part by the
1998 report of the Legal Committee of the Companies and Securities Advisory Committee. Shortly
thereafter, Parliament acknowledged that a compulsory power of sale bestowed upon a deed
administrator would be beneficial, as a transfer of the underlying shares in a company is often critical
to the success of a DOCA and the company’s continued existence.
To limit potential abuse of the compulsory sale power, section 444GA was crafted so that a court could
only grant leave if it were satisfied that the sale would not unfairly prejudice the shareholders’ interests.
Section 444GA of the Corporations Act is now established as an essential tool in order to effect
restructures of large (particularly listed) entities (see Nexus and Mirabela Nickel, for example).

PRIVATE COMPANIES
The first application of section 444GA was in the case of Weaver and Others in their capacity as Joint
and Several Deed Administrators of Midwest Vanadium Pty Ltd v Noble Resources Ltd [2010] WASC
182.
In Weaver, the deed administrators requested leave of the court to transfer 9.999% of shares held
by Noble as part of a recapitalisation. Chief Justice Martin provided guiding principles on how to
determine if leave should be granted. In particular, he stated that when determining if a transfer will
unfairly prejudice shareholders, it is difficult to see how shareholders will suffer any prejudice, let alone
the prejudice being unfair, if:
►►the shares have no value;
►►the company has no residual value;
►►the shareholders are unlikely to receive a distribution if the company proceeds to liquidation; and
►►liquidation is the only alternative.

Chief Justice Martin also held that:
►►the interests of the shareholders generally must be considered and not just the shareholder whose

shares are being transferred; and

►►the transfer of shares with no consideration is not on its own enough to be unfairly prejudicial.
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In Weaver, the claims of the secured creditors exceeded the realisable assets of the company. If the
recapitalisation failed, the value of the shareholders’ equity would be negative. Therefore, in the court’s
view, the shares in the company had no residual value, and so the transfer of Noble’s shares was not
prejudicial.
Lindholm, in the matter of Munday Group Pty Ltd (receivers and managers appointed) (In liquidation)
v Tsourlinis Distributors Pty Ltd [2010] FCA 1488 followed, with the deed administrators seeking leave
to transfer Ricky Munday’s shares in Munday Group in the absence of his consent. Justice Finkelstein
granted leave on the basis that:
►►under the sale agreement and DOCA, priority creditors would be paid in full and unsecured creditors

would receive 5 cents in the dollar;

►►unsecured creditors would not receive anything if the company proceeded to liquidation; and
►►shareholders would receive nothing under the DOCA or in a liquidation.

Justice Finkelstein acknowledged that although the shares had tactical value as the shareholder could
extract a payment in exchange for transferring the shares, tactical value was not the kind of interest
section 444GA was intended to protect (but the type of blackmail the section was designed to stop).
The cases following Munday (including Lewis, in the matter of Diverse Barrel Solutions Pty Ltd
(Subject to a Deed of Company Arrangement) [2014] FCA 54 and BCD Recourses (Operations) NL
[2014] VSC 259) concerned applications for leave to transfer 100% of the shares in the company
under administration to an existing shareholder.
In Lewis, Justice White provided further guidance as to relevant considerations in relation to assessing
if prejudice is unfair, including:
►►comparing the position of shareholders if the share transfer does not proceed, with their position if

the shares are transferred;

►►determining if the shares have any residual value which may be lost to existing shareholders;
►►identifying what is necessary to be done before the prospect of the shares attaining some value

may be realised; and

►►ascertaining if the shareholders are willing to provide the means by which the shares may obtain

some value or by which the company can continue to exist.

Justice White also stated that further guidance can be provided by section 435A of the Corporations
Act, which sets out the objects of Part 5.3A.
Justice Digby in BCD cited Weaver, Munday and Lewis and provided guidance, similar to Justice
White in Lewis, as to relevant considerations when determining whether there is unfair prejudice to the
shareholders. He also noted that a further relevant consideration is analysing whether the shares are
likely to increase in value, what factors can cause that increase and when those factors are likely to
occur.

LISTED COMPANIES
Unlike the previous cases which were concerned with the transfer of shares in private companies,
Mirabela Nickel (Subject to a Deed of Company Arrangement) [2014] NSWSC 836 confirmed that
section 444GA can be used in the context of a listed company. The administrators of Mirabela applied
for leave to transfer 98.2% of all existing shares in Mirabela to give effect to a DOCA and proposed
recapitalisation plan. Justice Black approved the approach in Weaver, including considering the
objects of Pt 5.3A of the Corporations Act.
Despite the application being unopposed, he considered a large amount of valuation evidence
and ultimately concluded that leave should be granted because the proposed recapitalisation plan
preserved Mirabela’s business, allowed for the retention of employees, and for trade creditors to
be paid in full. The proposed recapitalisation plan also allowed the shareholders to retain a very
small shareholding, and hence some possible economic value, in comparison with no return upon
liquidation.
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It wasn’t until the application for leave under section 444GA in Nexus Energy Ltd (subject to a deed
of company arrangement) [2014] NSWSC 1910 that the court had to consider whether to approve a
transfer where there was a real controversy over where value broke in the company.
In Nexus, Justice Black was required to consider competing expert evidence adduced by the deed
administrators and a group of shareholders. In particular, in dealing with the conflicting evidence he
considered that weight should be given to the “mundane reality of the marketplace” where valuation
evidence reflects uncertain matters and speculative assumptions. The expert evidence adduced by
both parties considered two scenarios, a valuation of Nexus as a going concern and if it proceeded to
liquidation.
In contrast to the shareholders’ view, the deed administrators contended that the appropriate valuation
to be considered was the liquidation scenario. Justice Black agreed, given the strong evidence that
Nexus was in a distressed financial state. On this basis, he found that there was no residual value in
the shares and the transfer should be approved.

MOST RECENT APPLICATION
The final and most recent case that has considered section 444GA is 3GS Holdings Pty Ltd v Stone
[2015] VSC 145.
In 3GS, the deed administrators of Jones Group Holdings Pty Ltd (subject to a deed of company
arrangement) applied to the Court for leave to transfer the shares in JGH to a related entity of the
majority shareholder of JGH’s parent company. Maniach Pte Ltd, a minority shareholder, separately
obtained an injunction from the High Court in Singapore preventing the directors and officers of JGH’s
parent company from taking action to transfer the shares.
Justice Sifris followed previous authorities including Weaver and Nexus, and dispensed with the
significance of the Singaporean injunction, by finding that it only restrained the directors and officers,
and did not conflict with the granting of leave to the deed administrators to transfer the shares.

AMENDMENT TO THE LISTING RULES
In order to facilitate transfers of listed shares by way of section 444GA, the ASX Listing Rules were
recently amended. Section 13 of Appendix 7A (which sets out timetables relating to changes in capital)
was introduced on 25 May 2015. This section sets out the time limits that must be followed when
undertaking a transfer of existing securities in an entity (under section 444GA) in accordance with a
deed of company arrangement executed by the entity, and also provides timing requirements for the
reinstatement of the entity’s securities to official quotation (where applicable).

THE WAY FORWARD
The above cases demonstrate that it has been a slow but steady progression in terms of the evolution
of section 444GA. However, it has only been in recent times that the full potential of the section has
been realised. Through the powers provided in section 444GA, and the clear authorities which provide
guidance around the principles to be applied, parties can have confidence in the ability to effectively
implement a capital restructure through a DOCA.
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ATLAS IRON: AN
EXTRAORDINARY
COMEBACK?

THE CURRENT STATE OF PLAY
What are we to make of Atlas Iron? According to David Flanagan, CEO and former chairman, this
is an extraordinary comeback by a strong iron ore producer. Dependent, of course, on the small
matter of new money from capital markets. And, on iron ore staying above $50 per tonne or at least
being hedged or forward sold at that level. Also, a little dependent on the holders of the Term Loan B
instruments staying the course, along with contractors who wrote the rescue package in the first place.
If all this is achieved, and so long as the reserves hold up long enough to pay everyone off, Atlas Iron
should prove to be the most remarkable comeback or turnaround story of FY15.

WHERE DID ATLAS IRON COME FROM?
Let’s recap. Atlas Iron listed on the ASX in December 2004, as a gold company. All did not glitter.
Instead, it was David Flanagan in 2006 who changed the focus of the company to one of iron ore. A
decision seemingly made good when Pardoo came into production in late 2008 and other projects
came to be added to reserves. Atlas Iron debt gearing was low until December 2012 when the
company wrote Term B Loans to fund the expansion of production programs.
TLBs are a covenant-lite product mirroring senior debt, funded by large corporates, funds and nonfinancial services institutions (though some banks looking to spread risk also like to take a piece of
these investments). In common with other high yield products, TLBs feature incurrence rather than
maintenance covenants, making these instruments attractive to miners like Atlas Iron exposed to
revenues variable against commodity prices, foreign exchange rates, high cost burdens and logistics
risks. The instruments are usually written under US law, both exposing the issuer to currency risk
and differing, in some material respects with Australian law, particularly in terms of the other funding
instruments the borrower is allowed to enter into, without TLB consent.
This is fine so long as relationships stay strong with the holders of TLBs. In the case of Atlas Iron,
the relationship became strained as iron ore prices tumbled below $50 per tonne and looked like
plummeting below $40 per tonne. As fast as Atlas Iron chased down costs, pricing took a steeper
descent. This came at a bad time because Atlas Iron’s forward sales, at decent pricing, finished in
December 2014, which meant Atlas Iron was seeking a market at just about the worst time in its
history!
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Atlas Iron Limited

THE RESTRUCTURE
The company had three aces. First, it was cashed up, having close to $200m in the bank when its
downward trajectory began (and still retains significant cash). Secondly, the WA Government was
prepared to support Atlas Iron and other juniors with royalty holidays. Thirdly, and this is perhaps the
most significant aspect of its eventual turnaround, its downstream contractors had extremely high risk
profiles were Atlas Iron to fail: one in particular had committed substantial plant and equipment to the
Atlas Iron sites. Removing that plant and equipment was not an option, neither was losing Atlas Iron as
a source of revenue.
While discussions between Atlas Iron and its TLBs did not yield the sort of restructure that the Atlas
Iron board had hoped for, negotiations with McAleese and others on the contractor side provided
greater resilience and support. Those parties agreed to rewrite some of the revenue requirements,
reducing rates. In turn, Atlas Iron agreed to cede those parties some upside if iron ore prices were to
rise and to provide some attractive equity rights for those contractors. Atlas Iron thereby bought some
much needed time to tap the capital markets.
Stabilising the company has enabled Atlas Iron to obtain shareholder approval for the issuance of
more equity to an investor market looking for resource sector equity as a proxy for Asian growth
investment.

THE FUTURE
Now, if currency markets, iron ore customers, competitors looking to aggressively increase supply,
costs, contractor viability, capital markets liquidity and appetite and weather conditions stay as
predicted in the Atlas Iron blue sky models of the future, this will be a very nice turnaround indeed.
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THE SECONDARY DEBT
MARKET – PLATEAU OR
NEW NORMAL?

The Australian secondary debt market underwent a seismic shift following the GFC. From being near
non-existent, the market has grown rapidly and has now found its feet with traditional participants, new
entrants and banks approaching distressed debt trading as another available (and valuable) tool to
realise value and release capital.
Before the GFC there was an undersupply of distressed credit as a result of generally buoyant
economic conditions. Further, lenders seemingly preferred to manage exposures internally and,
if needed, through the tried and tested approach of appointing insolvency practitioners. Given the
immature market and lack of demand for distressed debt, the spread between buyers and sellers was
too great.
As a direct consequence of the GFC, supply increased substantially with many high-profile collapses
of over-leveraged companies. Unsurprisingly, this created opportunities for distressed debt investors.
Further, tighter capital adequacy requirements (including the implementation of Basel III) led to an
increased capital cost being attributed to stressed and distressed loans and therefore an increased
willingness of banks to exit positions through the secondary market.
Despite the rapid growth of the market and many high-profile names having been traded in recent
times (including Loy Yang, Babcock & Brown, ABC Learning, Centro, Billabong and Channel Nine),
for various reasons, the market appears to have stagnated; the last 12-18 months have seen limited
activity in the secondary debt space. While there is an ever-increasing demand for flow, supply-side
pressure and soft economic conditions continue to hold back market growth.

REFLECTIONS FROM MARKET PARTICIPANTS
From our discussions with various market participants, we’ve found that lenders remain open to
debt trading as part of an overall realisation strategy. That said, given market liquidity, the alternative
and more traditional options of refinancing, stabilisation and driving improved performance change,
continue to be seen as preferred options and are often perceived to deliver better returns to lenders.
Similarly, consensual (either true consent or often “incentivised” consent!) asset sales programs (real
property) and business sales (contract-backed businesses) are looked upon more favourably than
security enforcement which continues to be seen as a last, and often value destructive, option. Softer
economic conditions have also put less pressure on workflow meaning banks, and workout bankers,
often have more time to manage exposures and are not under the time pressures that were present
when the secondary debt market was at its peak.
Sensitivities and reputational concerns around agricultural-based lends have seen very few trades
in the agri-space. Our discussions with various stakeholders indicate this is unlikely to change in the
near term. We see this trend continuing in FY16 unless investors are able to get closer to the producer
or directly source and structure transactions with borrower consent or, more likely, multiple borrowers’
consent on an aggregation play to drive economies of scale ‒ often a missing ingredient in agricultural
operations. Vertical integration and the ability to readily gain access to distribution channels and doors
in Asia represent an enormous opportunity according to one of Australia’s leading turnaround experts.
Mining services and downstream contract service companies likely present the most opportunities
for FY16. Investors that are prepared to take a market position, buy out existing lenders and provide
facilities to bridge through the slow-down with equity linked upside, may soon find themselves
competing with the mining service companies themselves, if Atlas Iron-type contractor sharing
structures become more commonplace.
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THE BANKS’ VIEW
On the whole, despite the softening in activity in FY15, our discussions with lenders indicate that the
plateau we are currently experiencing is not likely to be a long-term trend and there are many reasons
for participants to be optimistic about the secondary debt market going forward.
In fact, one bank we spoke to indicated that, in its view, debt trading is likely to go through a period of
“renewed vigour” in the short term. This was caused by various factors, including:
►►additional capital costs required for impaired assets;
►►additional funding requirements into the capital stack of certain entities that lenders may be

unwilling to inject, but funds / investment banks may be more comfortable to provide;

►►the potential for an increasing flow of entities becoming distressed (which is currently predicted) off

the back of low commodity prices in the mining sector and the flow-on impacts across the local
economies;

►►foreign banks’ requirements (or desire) to repatriate capital or exit non-core sectors / markets and

the resulting changes in syndicates;

►►banks being required to contain impaired asset levels; and
►►the opportunity to deploy funds into productive accounts.

A PLATEAU IS NOT THE WHOLE OF THE LANDSCAPE
There is no reason to suggest that the decreasing activity in the market is the new normal. In our view,
the current plateau has more to do with the persistently soft economic activity and reduced lending
levels, rather than any sort of diminished appetite for debt trading.
As to when we will see any movement in this respect, it is hard to predict. It may be that the real
tipping point is when lending activities resume to historical levels such that capital currently applied to
offset bad loans (ie. to ensure capital adequacy measures are maintained ‒ and to ready the banks for
Basel III) would be better redeployed to fund new lending.
So ironically, the best thing for the distressed debt market in Australia may be an uptick in economic
activity!
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EXPECTATIONS
FOR FY16

In recent months, we have seen the start of M&A led consolidation, which can only (and should)
continue, if for no other reason than to build net present values and scale when necessary to access
increasingly international markets. Flowing from this, we may continue to see international funds
(pending FIRB approval) exerting greater control over operating assets, as has been the case in some
of the survival cases.
We will hopefully see boards embrace experienced turnaround specialists being brought into situations
well before these entities become truly distressed ‒ it is better to improve a business and deal with
balance sheet problems as a price maker than later, when market chatter pursues a turnaround plan
and the market makes the pricing and terms. Market plodders that ignore current market forces are,
according to one turnaround specialist, “dead men walking without any catalyst for change”. In the
current economic climate, the need to embrace change and to introduce people with turnaround
skillsets to drive efficiencies and improve the quality of information that passes to the board cannot be
underestimated.
As interest rates rise in the US, capital outflows are likely to increase as people continue to chase
yield. This is likely to be exacerbated if interest rates in Australia conversely decrease or remain flat
(as is expected).
Low yield in traditional debt markets, and tighter Basel capital requirements on traditional lenders,
make alternative instruments, such as 144A bonds or Term B Loans, more attractive to funders from
both US and other overseas markets as well as Australian banks, corporates and funds (which are
permitted to co-fund into these instruments without the same level of restriction placed on direct credit
investments). Issuers with variable revenues, for example, resource companies, are attracted to the
flexibility offered by incurrence rather than maintenance based covenants.

IRON ORE PRICES
Recent UBS forecasts indicate falling iron ore prices until the end of 2015, without much relief in sight
for 2016. Forecasts across a range of commodities (except, perhaps non-coal energy) are similarly
subdued. With costs already (in many cases) tightly contained and revenues restricted by pricing and
capacity, a gloomy start to FY16 is expected for miners and their dependent contractors, transport
operators, logistics owners, engineers, materials suppliers and service industries.
We expect SME businesses will be hit hardest until economic headwinds diminish and some of the
macro changes in the Australian economy, and positive demand in our customer home states, improve
those able to consolidate across sectors. We also expect smaller, that is sub-investment grade,
issuers of bond and TLB instruments may become exposed to currency risks on these products.
Sub-investment grade issuers do not have the same access to swap or hedge protections available
to those at the investment grade level, making those issuers more vulnerable to adverse currency or
pricing movements. We would expect resource companies will counter this risk by entering into longerterm off-take or forward sale arrangements, focusing attention on controlling mining operation and
logistics planning risks.
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GREECE
It remains to be seen if Greece’s debt problems will be fully resolved any time soon or if the country
will plunge into further turmoil (leading to a potential, but not impossible, exit from the Euro in time).
After defaulting on a 1.5 billion euro loan due to the IMF on 30 June 2015 (following a request for
an extension that was not granted), Greece became the first country to default on its obligations to
the IMF since Zimbabwe in 2001. As it currently stands, a number of European nations (including
Germany, the Netherlands, Austria, Spain and Estonia) have voted in favour of a third bailout for
Greece to the tune of 86 billion euros. While there is no guarantee that the rescue package will provide
the ultimate solution for Greece, it appears to have averted a potential crisis in the short term. We will
continue to monitor the situation into the start of FY16 and beyond.

THE REGULATORY SPACE
At the regulatory level, we would expect to see continued agitation for the introduction of safe harbour
defences for directors undertaking workouts and the omnipresent argument regarding Chapter 11 and
if it, or parts thereof, should be introduced into Australian law.
These observations came after a survey commissioned by the Turnaround Management Association
Australia in 2014 found that over 76% of its respondents believed that safe harbour protections should
be offered to directors undertaking a restructuring plan developed by external turnaround specialists.
Further, in late May 2015, the Australian Government Productivity Commission released a draft report
on Business Set-up, Transfer and Closure. Interestingly, amongst other recommendations, the Report
called for reforms to the Corporations Act to:
►►deem “ipso facto” clauses (ie. clauses that allow one party to terminate a contract upon the

insolvency of the other) void in certain circumstances; and

►►create a “safe harbour” to allow company directors to explore restructuring options (including

“pre-packs”) without the risk of liability for insolvent trading.

In highlighting the need for reform, the Report took a position on the never-ending “Chapter 11” debate
by noting that, while some specific reforms to Australia’s corporate insolvency regime were warranted,
a wholesale change to the system in line with Chapter 11 was not justified.
The Productivity Commission’s Final Report into Business Set-up, Transfer and Closure is due to be
released on or before 30 September 2015.

Ipso facto clauses
Ipso facto clauses allow a contract to be terminated solely due to the relevant business experiencing
an “Insolvency Event” (such as the appointment of an administrator), despite the continued payment or
performance of the underlying contract.
In the Productivity Commission’s view, ipso facto clauses can severely constrain the ability of a
business to continue trading during a restructure. Further, in some circumstances, the operation of
these clauses can reduce the scope for a successful restructure or prevent the sale of the business
as a going concern. On this basis, it was recommended that the Corporations Act be amended
so that ipso facto clauses are declared void (unless a court deems otherwise) when a receiver or
administrator is appointed to a company (similar to the position in personal bankruptcy) or if the
company is utilising safe harbour arrangements.

Safe harbour for company directors
In regard to directors’ liability for insolvent trading, the Productivity Commission recommended the
introduction of “safe harbour” provisions for company directors, which would allow them to undertake
formal restructuring activities without liability for insolvent trading. During that time, the directors
would retain control of the company, but could receive independent advice from registered advisers
(who would then be precluded from accepting an insolvency appointment in respect of the company).
Safe harbour provisions would not, however, be an option when a business is already insolvent or if
insolvency appears inevitable.
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In the Productivity Commission’s opinion, with appropriate checks on related party sales and other
relevant matters, provision should also be made for what the Productivity Commission referred to as
“pre-positioned sales” (colloquially known as “pre-packs”) during safe harbour periods. Pre-packs
refer to a scenario where a sale is negotiated and documented in the period immediately prior to a
formal insolvency appointment. The Corporations Act does not currently contemplate such sales,
particularly through a receivership. In that situation, a receiver would need to comply with the quite
prescriptive requirements (as enunciated in the numerous cases on the section) of section 420A of the
Corporations Act, which requires the receiver to undertake a proper process to obtain market value or
the best price in the circumstances.
To monitor the legitimacy of a deal struck as part of a pre-pack, the Productivity Commission
considered that such sales could be reviewed by any subsequent external administrator to ensure the
assets were sold at appropriate (market-based) values, particularly if related parties are involved. In
line with its position on the safe harbour provisions in general, the Productivity Commission considered
that pre-packs should not be an option when a business is already insolvent or when insolvency
appears inevitable.

ENCOURAGING SIGNS FOR THE FUTURE
We will continue to watch this space to see if any of these mooted reforms gain any further traction.
What is a near certainty in FY16, is that someone else will raise the possibility of Chapter 11 being
introduced into the Corporations Act, despite most conceding a wide-ranging reform package to
bring us in line with Chapter 11 is not desirable (or productive). Notwithstanding this, we consider the
discussions regarding ipso facto clauses, safe harbour provisions and pre-packs to be encouraging for
the state of the restructuring landscape in Australia for FY16 and beyond.
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